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Resumen
El objetivo del presente artículo es argumentar teóricamente e investigar empíricamente las orientaciones valorativas de los participantes del bullying en el espacio educativo. Se argumentaron teóricamente las características psicológicas del fenómeno del bullying tras las orientaciones valorativas de sus participantes. Como método, se describieron las bases metodológicas de la investigación empírica utilizando herramientas válidas de psicodiagnóstico. Se confirmó que todos los participantes del bullying, excepto sus observadores pasivos, tienen una orientación valorativa de “pasar bien el tiempo, descansar”, lo que evidencia la interrelación entre la “situación estresante” del bullying y el “agotamiento físico, moral” (p≤ .05). Para las víctimas y testigos que los ayudaban, la orientación valorativa predominante es la “ayuda y misericordia hacia los demás”, y para el acosador, “alto estatuto social” y “gobernar a la gente” (p≤.05). En conclusión, los resultados empíricos obtenidos y la argumentación teórica contribuyen a la operacionalización de la solución de tareas educativas en la escuela; la implementación de los resultados obtenidos en el trabajo preventivo, correctivo de desarrollo reducirá la prevalencia y el nivel de efectos perjudiciales del bullying sobre los sujetos del espacio educativo influyendo en sus orientaciones valorativas.
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to present theoretical substantiation and empirical research on value orientations of bullying participants in educational space. The study theoretically substantiates psychological characteristics of the phenomenon of bullying in the dimension of value orientations of its participants. As methodology, this paper outlines methodological foundations of the empirical research using valid psycho-diagnostic instruments. It was determined that the value orientation “pleasant pastime, rest” prevails in all the bullying participants, except the passive witnesses, that proves the correlation of “stressful situation” of bullying with “physical and moral fatigue” (p ≤ .05). The dominating value orientation of the victims and witnesses who helped them is “help and mercy to other people”, and the orientations “high social status” and “people management” are characteristic of the bullers (p ≤ .05). In conclusion, the study generalizes that the obtained empirical results and theoretical substantiation will contribute to operationalization of solving educational problems at schools; implementation of the obtained results into prophylactic and correction-development work will reduce the spread and the level of a negative effect of bullying on the entities of educational space through the impact on their value orientations.
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Introduction
In the global geo-political dimension, the problem of bullying in educational space is exacerbating and becoming more urgent. Also, bulling in the perception of a modern individual is a new and vague concept, while the content of this phenomenon is quite familiar. Bullying has been characteristic of humanity since ancient times (Shablystyi et al., 2021). Its forms and types have become more intricate and complicated to prove the guilt of offenders. This phenomenon accompanies an individual in both phylogeny and ontogeny: an individual can be bullied not only at school, but at college or university, by workmates, in families, formal or informal groups they belong to.

Attention to the phenomenon of bullying in educational space is determined by a lack of well-formed strategies of dealing with conflict situations involving schoolchildren, they do not understand the importance of constructive relationships and do not possess the ability to defend their borders. Thus, it is necessary to examine the phenomenon of bullying in educational space, its reasons and forms since it is capable of destroying safety of educational space and has a negative effect on the development of main structures of a pupil’s personality.

One of the first researchers of it was the Norwegian psychologist Olweus (1993), whose works have contributed to scientific interpretation and spread of the concept of bullying. He also offered the definition of bullying which has become generally accepted: Purposeful
systematically repeated behavior combining inequality of social status or physical force (Olweus, 1993). Earlier, in some countries there were statutes concerning aggressive behavior of an individual, causing abuse. By his part, Lane (1995) specified the availability of a group of people offending one victim in the definition of “bullying”, he also highlights that all participants of this process have a prolonged psychological injury.

Bullying is characterized by inequality of the positions of its participants since a victim is usually weaker and more vulnerable, unable to demonstrate confidence and oppose offenders. Such a child will be oriented towards loneliness or communication with teachers and parents (Sallivan, 2011). Any child can become a victim, since there is a wide range of reasons for bullying: from success and status in a group to affiliation with a particular religion or nationality. Bullers are usually children with love for power, who are used to demonstrating their force and status and inclined to retain them, not allowing anybody to doubt there might.

Throughout the school years and life on the whole a buller and a victim can change their roles depending on the situation, there are more cases when former victims or those who suffer from their peers or older individuals from other groups become bullers. In this way they try to compensate their inferiority in other people’s eyes, they raise their self-esteem at the expense of others. Currently there is a tendency to multi-purposefulness of a buller, since one offender can have an array of victims, proving in this way their authority and exceptional nature (Klenina, 2019). Another study outlines social-legal character of bullying and mobbing in the context of the present reality (Shablystyi et al., 2021).

Basic determinants of social behavior of an individual are value orientations (Shkola et al., 2018), therefore it is important to examine them in different bullying participants, since value orientations at school age can be transformed in a constructive way to reduce a destructive effect of this phenomenon (Bubnova, 2015). The formation of value orientations starts in families, under the influence of adults (Blynova et al., 2020c). Later value orientations form in direct contacts with adults, they are experienced and perceived emotionally in practical activities, correlate to social values and develop in the course of an individual’s life (Popovych et al., 2020; 2021; 2020b).

The main place of schoolchildren’s activities – educational space – has a considerable impact on the inclination to participate in bullying process (Khmiliar et al., 2020). This phenomenon combines not only physical space of a school, but also the system and culture of the interaction administration-teachers-pupils-parents and psychological climate of staff. Having analyzed the literature on this topic (Popovych, 2014; Rubin & Kepler, 1991), we will try to offer our own definition of the concept of educational space. Educational space is a
structured system of pedagogical, organizational, educational and material factors contributing to comprehensive development of a pupil’s personality in a constructive direction in educational process.

It can also be identified a damaging effect of media space in the situation of impossibility to avoid bullying for a victim (Hudimova et al., 2021). Earlier tortures could stop as soon as a victim left uncomfortable space. Now media are in all the areas of human activities. While pupils have access to Internet, where they are offended, a continuous flow of messages makes them vulnerable to bullying (Klenina, 2019). Nowadays it is difficult to avoid tortures, since changing school does not ensure that a pupil will not be bullied.

It is assumed that value orientations as a basic determinant of pupils’ behavior have a crucial impact on their playing any role in the process of bullying in educational space; the use of the research results will contribute to construction of favorable educational space; the suggested theoretical-empirical complex will provide significant scientific facts, application of which will assist in preventative and correction-development work, reduce the phenomenon of bullying and affect the formation of appropriate behavior of school pupils. To conduct empirical research on value orientations of bullying participants in educational space.

**Methodology**

When constructing an empirical picture of the research, we were guided by empirical models, tested in the research on self-regulation of an individual’s behavior (Halian et al., 2020a; 2020b; Nosov et al., 2020), adaptation potential of interaction participants (Blynova et al., 2020a; 2020d), content features of learning (Blynova et al., 2020b; Miyer et al., 2021a; 2021b), training (Griban et al., 2019) and educational processes (Tsiuniak et al., 2020; Tsymbal, 2017; 2019). The analyzed empirical research is immediately related to the experimental research on value orientations of bullying participants in educational space.

**Participants**

This empirical research involved pupils of the secondary schools in Kherson region (Kherson, Ukraine). The sample consisted of 115 participants. The average age of the sample was 12.8 years (range 10-16 years). The sample contained 73.08% of girls and 26.92% of boys.

**Organization of research**

The ascertaining cross-section was taken in October-November, 2020. The schoolchildren representing different schools of different regions of Kherson region were
chosen randomly (Kherson, Ukraine). The research was agreed by the school administrations. The pupils participated in the research voluntarily, they were informed that they could cease it on their own initiative. The research was carried out in compliance with all the ethical principles of WMA Declaration of Helsinki (2013).

**Procedures and instruments**

When selecting psycho-diagnostic instruments, it was considered characteristics of attention in schoolchildren and applied methods with an average number of questions or statements requiring agreement or disagreement. The selected methods reflected psychological content parameters relevantly. The test methods we used are valid and reliable.

The questionnaire “The situation of bullying at school” (Petrosyants, 2011) is designed to identify a pupil’s position or attitude towards bulling. Using the questionnaire “The situation of bullying at school” it was found three categories of pupils who participated in bullying: victims, bullers and witnesses. The semantic differential scale of measurement was applied.

Another method is “Diagnostics of the real structure of the most important features” (Bubnova, 1994). It is meant to determine prevailing value orientations of an individual. The method contains sixty-six statements/questions to be responded with agreement or disagreement. The results are interpreted after comparing the obtained data with the key dividing the statements and questions into eleven scales.

The method “Diagnostics of the level of aggressio” (Buss-Durkee, 1957; Osnitskiy, 1996) it was used, in order to determine the levels and psychological content features of aggression in the pupils who participate in bullying. The method consists of seventy-five statements implying responses with agreement or disagreement of the participants. This method contains eight scales covering the characteristics of bullers’ behavior (physical aggression, irritation, verbal aggression), those of witnesses (indirect aggression, moral scruples), and those of victims (negativism, offense, suspicion). This method also allows measuring the index of aggression and hostility calculated by adding the results of individual scales.

**Statistical analysis**

Processing of the research results and their graphical presentation were performed by means of the statistical programs “SPSS” v. 23.0 and MS “Excel”. Significant correlations were determined by Pearson’s correlation coefficient ($r$). Arithmetic mean value of parameters ($M$) and mean-square deviation ($SD$) were calculated. Differences between values of parameters at level $p \leq 0.05$ were considered statistically significant.
Results

The set of the research parameters of value orientations of bullying participants in educational space is relevant and methodologically substantiated. When selecting psycho-diagnostic instruments we considered the initial conceptual principles of the phenomenon of bullying and value orientations. Fig. 1 presents the data on the distribution of the research respondents (n=115) into groups by their position in bullying. The victims constitute the largest number, the number of bullers is twice less, that proves poly-purposeful behavior of the bullers and a possibility to have two or more targets for torturing. The witnesses represent two groups: those who tried to help the victims and supported them, and those who did not interfere in the process of bullying in any way, they neither approved the buller nor supported the victim. However, such behavior shows the acceptance of the buller’s position and approval of it, which only serves as a fertilizer for aggressive behavior.

![Figure 1. Distribution of the participant roles in bullying by the method “The situation of bullying at school” (Petrosyants, 2011) (n=115)](image)

The descriptive frequency characteristics of the content parameters of the arithmetic mean \((M)\) and mean square deviation \((SD)\) it is shown in the following table.
### Table 1

Values of the scales of the content parameters by the method “Diagnostics of the real structure of the most important features”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Victims</th>
<th>Bullers</th>
<th>Witnesses who helped</th>
<th>Passive witnesses</th>
<th>Were not in bullying</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasant pastime, rest</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High material well-being</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding and enjoying the beautiful</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help and mercy to other people</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of the new in the world, nature, man</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High social status and people management</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition, respect from people and influence on others</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social activity to achieve positive change in society</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: M – arithmetic mean; SD – mean-square deviation.

The sample presents two prevailing value orientations of the victims – pleasant pastime, rest (M=4.66; SD=1.07) and help and mercy to other people (M=4.98; SD=1.16). Since victims are often under stress because of bullers’ offences and expect possible new tortures, they are characterized by a strong desire to have a rest after a negative experience, therefore most
representatives of this role determined this value orientation to be prevailing. They represent consumption and hedonistic orientations. Understanding the feelings of those who need help and are offended, victims of bullying often try to give them support and help, show mercy. Knowledge of the new in the world, nature, man (M=3.00; SD=1.14) and social activity to achieve positive change in society (M=3.10; SD=1.30) appeared to be the least significant for the victims of bullying.

Among the prevailing value orientations of the bullers there were pleasant pastime, rest (M=5.04; SD=.84) and high social status and people management (M=5.14; SD=.80). As in the case of the victims, the situation of bulling is probably stressful for the buller as well, it is also possible that stressful situations and problems beyond school have a negative effect and disorient them. It is known that children who do not feel love and support from their parents, who experience the loss of a significant person, their parents’ divorce and suffer from different types of violence beyond school often become bullers. They can compensate their negative experience only through abuse of those who are weaker. It means that bullers have hedonistic and consumption orientations.

The fact that children with narcissist inclinations often become bullers indicates that high social status and people management is a very important value orientation for them. Such schoolchildren try to establish their own authority at a high level and become formal or informal leaders of a class or group. Three value orientations are the most significant for the witnesses who helped the victim, namely: pleasant pastime, rest (M=4.79; SD=.97), help and mercy to other people (M=4.71; SD=1.14) and love (M=4.86; SD=1.10). The obtained results are quite logical since such pupils showed mercy to the victims and helped them in in a problem situation of bullying. It is a precondition of their inclination for this value orientation. This category of pupils who actively participated in bullying also chose a hedonistic and consumption orientation as one of the prevailing orientations, therefore we can expect that the situation of bullying destabilizes and causes moral and physical fatigue in all the participants of bullying, they desire to spend time more effectively and pleasantly at school and beyond it.

As Table 1 shows, the prevailing value orientations for the witnesses of bullying who were passive observers are high social status and people management (M=5.38; SD=.74) and recognition, respect from people and influence on others (M=5.25; SD=.71). These pupils are afraid of losing their status, therefore they do not want to protect the victim, though they do not support the buller’s position. They seem to be between two fires. Probably, such pupils have already made plans for their future, chosen a prestigious job and have a desire for a high social and financial status and respect from other people. To interfere in the situation of abuse in the
role of a buller will mean their reputation damage, since school activists and leaders often become such witnesses, and to help victims will mean to play their role, that is not very pleasant for them.

The next step in our research is to look at the results of the pupils who did not experience a damaging impact of bullying, therefore they can be considered representatives of the so-called “standard” of value orientations. The prevailing value orientations in this group are recognition, respect from people and influence on others (M=5.00; SD=1.00), communication (M=5.14; SD=1.07) and love (M=5.14; SD=.69). It is worth mentioning that the value orientation “communication” did not prevail in any of the groups of the bullying participants, that indicates to a negative effect of bullying on an individual’s communicative skills. At present and in the future, they will face a number of barriers that will not contribute to their development in personal and professional aspects. However, it should be mentioned that value orientations are capable of changing.

When determining the correlations between the indexes of aggression in the groups of bullers and victims and their value orientations we obtained the following results: at the level p<.05 the prevailing value orientation “pleasant pastime” is directly correlated with physical aggression of the bulling victims. We can assume that bullying in a part of the victims developed against a background of their physical aggression.

The correlations of the bullers’ prove that they need to have a rest because of their suspicion concerning the things happening to them (-.453; p<.05). This category of pupils is at the stage of understanding that physical aggression and a high social status and people management are not related with each other, probably, they will prefer verbal and indirect aggression (-.380; p<.05).

We compared the groups of the bullying participants by the index of showing aggression by means of the Mann-Whitney U-test. The differences between the groups of bullers and witnesses trying to help the victim (U=45.0) are significant at the level p<.01. We determined that the indexes of the bullers’ aggression are considerably higher than the indexes of the witnesses helping the victims. It can be explained be different manifestations of value orientations. When comparing the individuals who did not experience the situation of bulling with the bullers and their victims, we found that the indexes of aggression of those who were not involved in bullying are lower than the indexes of the participants (U=5.0; U=23.0). These data confirm our assumption concerning a damaging impact of bullying on its participants. We determined that consumption and hedonistic orientations prevail in all the bullying participants, except the passive observers. We consider it to be related to stressfulness of the situation of
bulling and also physical and moral fatigue of the victims, bullers and witnesses helping the victim. The prevailing value orientation of the victims is help and mercy to other people, that of the bullers is a high social status and people management, that of the witnesses helping the victim is help and mercy to other people and love.

**Discussion**

In the scientific literature there are studies on the phenomenon of bullying in educational space and value orientations of secondary education seekers at different stages of their age development (Arora, 1996). However, there are no studies on value orientations of the entities of educational space who participate in bullying. The research on the impact of bullying on personality at the stage of developing and forming the Self-image, creating a steady system of values is considered to be topical. Schoolchildren of this period act like a sponge absorbing large amounts of information.

Value orientations belong to important components of personality structure the development of which can show how well it is developed. They relate to the formation of self-consciousness and have a crucial impact on the formation of social behavior of an individual (Bubnova, 2015).

Full-fledged development and realization of a child’s personal potential at school is only possible under conditions of protection, respect, efficient interpersonal communication and favorable psychological climate. In this context, the research conducted by Larios-Gómez (2021) on educational management in constructing safe educational space is of special scientific interest. The scientist studied empirically and emphasized the key role of a teacher at a secondary school who affects the formation of values, facilitates safe social climate and contributes to education with positive relations. At the same time, another study on bullying in a legal context of the problem highlights those modern transformations experienced all over the world do not exclude the phenomenon of abuse from educational processes (Shablystyi et al., 2021).

The research on value orientations of bullying participants in educational space has much in common with the research on the interrelation between social climate in families and resilience of pupils through the example of schoolchildren aged 13–19 years in Peru. In this case, Moya Lozano and Cunza-Aranzábal (2019) determined a positive correlation between resilience and family social environment ($r_s = .175; p < .05$) that corresponds to the results of our research. This correlation proves that social climate in families considered by the authors of this discussion as family value orientations is an important factor increasing resilience, at the
same time it has an impact on an increase in stress resistance and the ability to cope with the situations related to bullying, physical and moral humiliation. Relevance of our discussion is strengthened by the fact that teenagers of a secondary school participated in the research. In the context of this discussion, we should also pay attention to the modern European study (Romania) “How to Tackle Bullying in School – Investigation Study” (Ioana & Bacter, 2021). Participating in the complex research, pupils of secondary schools, teachers, school psychologists and administrators of secondary education institutions took part in a survey and the researchers, using methods of thematic and content-analysis, by means of the software QSR NVIVO 12, tried to find the answer to the question asked. The results showed the pupils’ diffidence and defenselessness; the teachers chose the role of a family as their priority and indicated to the necessity of active joint measures of the participants and interested representatives of society. The fact that values prevail again, as in the research conducted by Moya Lozano and Cunza Aranzábal (2019), is of special interest. It is evident that in the formation of value orientations of bullying participants there is a key for solving this problem which is globally important, unfortunately, in a negative aspect.

This research on value orientations of bullying in educational space is an attempt to determine value orientations of those who offend and suffer from bullying, participate actively in this process and witness passively. It was maintained that consumption and hedonistic orientations are characteristic of all bullying participants, except passive observers, that is explained by physical and moral fatigue caused by bullying. The comparison of this research with the results obtained by other researchers of bulling and value orientations (Arora, 1996; Bubnova, 2015; Klenina, 2019) allows making the following statements.

For the other hand, the value orientation common for the victims and witnesses who tried to help them is “help and mercy to other people”, inducing witnesses to help, and making victims keep kindness and not feel hostility in spite of all tortures. The prevailing value orientation of the bullers which probably induces them to offend, is “high social status and people management”, perhaps, they think bullying to be a means to achieve their aim. The comparison with other results (Ioana & Bacter, 2021; Olweus, 1993), proves that passive observers do not interfere in bulling because of their orientation towards high status, respect and recognition from other people, mainly from those who are authoritative for them. Since we determined that authority in their opinion is related to physical aggression, it is probable that a buller can be authoritative for them, therefore they will not defend victims that can lead to occupying their place later.
It should be emphasized that, despite some similarities in value orientations of different participants of bullying, their hierarchical lists by the groups are not identical (Bubnova, 2015). The characteristic common for all the groups of the bullying participants is a lack of “communication” among the prevailing orientations, that is more vivid in the pupils who did not witness bullying. Finding and enjoying the beautiful, knowledge of the new in the world, social activity to achieve positive change in society and their health are not very important for bullying participants, they are tired of bullying, since most of them consider “pleasant pastime, rest” to be their value orientation, but they will not escape that trap without a constructive help of adults (Klenina, 2019). The prospects of the research are implementation of the empirical results in educational process of secondary schools; development and testing of social-psychological workshops aimed at preventing bullying in the participants of educational space.

**Research limitation**

The research has a number of limitations. We have formulated three general hypotheses empirically confirmed/disproved. The sample was selected considering the regional representation that should be taken into account while implementing the results in educational practice of other regions. The problem under study is highly topical in the analyzed sources, and we have made an attempt to emphasize its importance in the global dimension. The discussion presented with regard to the research findings is limited by a lack of similar empirical studies on value orientations of bullying participants in educational space.

**Conclusions**

We can summarize that the obtained empirical results and theoretical substantiation of value orientations of different bullying participants in educational space will contribute to operationalization of solving educational problems. The research on the impact of media space on inclination for bullying in the entities of educational space dealing with it is interesting from a scientific point of view.

We determined the specificity of the phenomenon of bulling under current conditions and presented the authorial definition of the concept “educational space”. We empirically examined that consumption and hedonistic orientations prevail in all the active bullying participants occupying an important place in their hierarchical lists because of probable physical and mental fatigue caused by the process of bullying. The passive observers chose this position for themselves because of their orientation toward a high social status and people management.
They can neither support a buller publicly, since it can cause rejection in society nor come down on the side of a victim because it will also lower their status in a significant group.

The specificity characteristic only of the group of pupils who did not experience a damaging impact of bullying is availability of “communication” among the prevailing value orientations, that was not characteristic of any other groups among the prevailing ones. The suggested hypotheses were confirmed. We substantiated that value orientations as a main determinant of an individual’s behavior have an impact on the position of the entities of educational space in the phenomenon of bullying, affecting their model of interaction with others.
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